ITEM FOR INFORMATION

REPORTS OF REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL TRANSACTIONS

Attached are summary reports listing all those regular instructional appointments, changes in status, leaves of absence, and terminations which have been administratively approved during the past month.

Respectfully submitted,

Laurita Thomas
Associate Vice-President
and Chief Human Resource Officer

February, 2013
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED NEW APPOINTMENTS
OF REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
February, 2013

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

Beard, Charles C., D.M.D., Clinical Lecturer in Dentistry, Department of Biologic and Materials Sciences, effective January 2, 2013 to June 30, 2013, from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Civil and Environmental Engineering

Kerkez, Branko, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2016, from the University of Berkeley, Berkeley, California

Wigginton, Krista R., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2016, from the University of Maryland, Moscow, Idaho

SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY

O’Donnell, Michael P., PH.D., Clinical Professor of Health Management Research Center, effective January 1, 2013 to September 30, 2013, from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

Judaic Studies

Marglin, Jessica, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Judaic Studies, effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2016, from the Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey

Mathematics

Rajchgot, Jenna B., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics, effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2015, from the Cornell University, Ithaca, New York

Wang, Li, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics, effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2015, from the University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED NEW APPOINTMENTS
OF REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
February, 2013

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

MEDICAL SCHOOL

Anesthesiology

Joseph, Deepak, M.B.B.S., Clinical Instructor in Anesthesiology, effective January 10, 2013 to January 9, 2014, from the Birmingham Heartlands Hospital, Birmingham, West Midlands

Linton, Jonathan, B.M., Clinical Instructor in Anesthesiology, effective November 12, 2012 to November 11, 2013, from the Wessex School of Anaesthesia, Sowthampton, Hampshire, United Kingdom

Srivastava, Rajesh, M.B.B.S., Clinical Instructor in Anesthesiology, effective November 20, 2012 to September 5, 2013, from the Saint Mary’s Hospital Charring Cross Hospital, London, England

Computational Medicine and Bioinformatics

Rajapakse, Indika, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Computational Medicine and Bioinformatics, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013, from the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle, Washington

Dermatology

Do, Thy Thy, F.A.A.D., Clinical Lecturer in Dermatology, effective December 16, 2012 to December 15, 2013, from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Emergency Medicine

Moll, Joel L., M.D., Assistant Professor of Emergency Medicine, effective January 15, 2013 to August 31, 2013, from the Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia

Internal Medicine

Gewurz-Singer, Ora B., M.D., Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, effective December 1, 2012 to August 31, 2014, from the Georgia Health Sciences Medical Center, Augusta, Georgia

Dussan, Kathleen B., M.D., Clinical Lecturer in Internal Medicine, effective January 1, 2013 to June 30, 2013, from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
INTERNAL MEDICINE (continued)

Mariani, Laura H., M.D., Clinical Lecturer in Internal Medicine, effective December 1, 2012 to November 30, 2013, from the Philadelphia VA Medical Center, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Veenstra, Christine M., M.D., Clinical Lecturer in Internal Medicine, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013, from the University of Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

LABORATORY ANIMAL MEDICINE

Lofgren, Jennifer, DACLA, Clinical Assistant Professor of Laboratory Animal Medicine, effective December 1, 2012 to August 31, 2013, from the Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts

NEUROLOGY

Schultz, Charles, M.D., Clinical Assistant Professor of Neurology, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013, from the John D Dingell VA Medical Center, Detroit, Michigan

OPHTHALMOLOGY AND VISUAL SCIENCE

Padovani-Claudio, Dolly A., M.D., Clinical Lecturer in Ophthalmology and Visual Science, effective January 1, 2013 to July 6, 2013, from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Rumery, Travis C., D.O., Clinical Lecturer in Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, effective February 1, 2013 to June 30, 2013, from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

PATHOLOGY

Inyang, Alero F., M.D., Clinical Lecturer in Pathology, effective January 9, 2013 to January 8, 2015, from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED NEW APPOINTMENTS
OF REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
February, 2013

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

MEDICAL SCHOOL (continued)

Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases

Zhou, Weibin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases, effective January 1, 2013 to August 31, 2013, from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Hucks Jr., George, M.D., Clinical Lecturer in Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases, effective January 1, 2013 to August 31, 2013, from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Psychiatry

Heitzeg, Mary M., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, effective November 1, 2012 to August 31, 2013, from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Boore, Laurie, M.D., Clinical Instructor in Psychiatry, effective December 1, 2012 to August 31, 2013, from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Radiology

Ruma, Julie A., M.D., Clinical Lecturer in Radiology, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013, from the Veterans Administration Hospital, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Surgery

Lynch, William R., M.D., Clinical Associate Professor of Thoracic Surgery, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2015, from the University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa

SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE

Lees, Christopher J., M.M., Assistant Professor of Music, effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2017, from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Evans, Kristin O., M.S.N., Clinical Instructor in Nursing, effective January 1, 2013 to April 30, 2013, from the Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan
Mowry, Jole L., M.S., Clinical Instructor in Nursing, effective January 1, 2013 to August 31, 2013, from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Sullivan, Barbara-Jean, Ph.D., Clinical Instructor in Nursing, effective January 1, 2013 to April 30, 2013, from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED PROMOTIONS, JOINT APPOINTMENTS, TRANSFERS OR DISCIPLINE CHANGES OF REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
February, 2013

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Biomedical Engineering

Chestek, Cynthia A., PH.D., from Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering to Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering and Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2015

Chemical Engineering

Nagrath, Sunitha, PH.D., from Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering to Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering and Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2015

Thurber, Greg M., PH.D., from Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering to Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering and Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2015

Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

Revzen, Shai, PH.D., from Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, College of Engineering to Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, College of Engineering and Assistant Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, effective September 1, 2012 to August 31, 2016

Mechanical Engineering

Liu, Allen P.C., PH.D., from Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering, College of Engineering to Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering, College of Engineering and Assistant Professor of Biophysics, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2017

SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY

Gates, Deanna, PH.D., from Assistant Professor of Kinesiology, School of Kinesiology to Assistant Professor of Kinesiology, School of Kinesiology and Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering, College of Engineering, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2015
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED PROMOTIONS, JOINT APPOINTMENTS, TRANSFERS OR DISCIPLINE CHANGES OF REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
February, 2013

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

Screen Arts and Cultures

Moore, Candace I., Ph.D., from Assistant Professor of Screen Arts and Cultures to Assistant Professor of Screen Arts and Cultures and Assistant Professor of Women's Studies, effective September 1, 2012 to August 31, 2017

MEDICAL SCHOOL

Internal Medicine

Saad, Richard J., M.D., from Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine to Clinical Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, effective January 1, 2013 to October 31, 2015

Cooke, Colin R., M.D., from Clinical Lecturer in Internal Medicine to Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2019

Medical Education/Office of Education Resources and Research

Ravindranath, Divy, M.D., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry and Clinical Assistant Professor of Medical Education/Office of Education Resources and Research to Clinical Assistant Professor of Medical Education/Office of Education Resources and Research, effective January 14, 2013 to August 31, 2013

Neurology

Wilson, Katherine, M.D., from Clinical Lecturer in Neurology to Clinical Lecturer in Neurology and Clinical Lecturer in Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases, effective July 1, 2012 to August 31, 2013

Neurosurgery

Lin, Chia-Ying, Ph.D., from Assistant Professor, Neurosurgery, Medical School and Assistant Professor, Biomedical Engineering, College of Engineering to Assistant Professor, Neurosurgery, Assistant Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery, Medical School and Assistant Professor, Biomedical Engineering, College of Engineering, effective January 1, 2013 to August 31, 2013
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED PROMOTIONS, JOINT APPOINTMENTS, TRANSFERS OR DISCIPLINE CHANGES OF REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
February, 2013

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

MEDICAL SCHOOL (continued)

Neurosurgery (continued)

Valdivia, Juan, M.D., from Clinical Lecturer in Neurosurgery to Clinical Assistant Professor of Neurosurgery, effective January 1, 2013 to August 31, 2013

Ophthalmology and Visual Science

Besirli, Cagri G., M.D., from Clinical Lecturer in Ophthalmology and Visual Science to Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, effective January 18, 2013 to August 31, 2013

Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases

Vartanian, Rebecca J., M.D., from Clinical Lecturer in Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases to Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases, effective November 15, 2012 to August 31, 2013

Urology

Dillman, Jonathan R., M.D., from Assistant Professor of Radiology to Assistant Professor of Radiology and Assistant Professor of Urology, effective January 1, 2013 to August 31, 2013

Pelletier Cameron, Anne K., M.D., from Assistant Professor of Urology to Clinical Assistant Professor of Urology, effective December 19, 2012 to August 31, 2013

SCHOOL OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

Meeks, Robyn C., Ph.D., from Assistant Professor of Natural Resources and Environment, School of Natural Resources and Environment to Assistant Professor of Natural Resources and Environment, School of Natural Resources and Environment and Assistant Professor of Environment, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, effective September 1, 2012 to May 31, 2015
Strobbe, Stephen, PH.D., from Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing to Clinical Associate Professor of Nursing, effective January 1, 2013 to September 30, 2015
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED EMERITUS/A FACULTY APPOINTMENTS
February, 2013

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Biomedical Engineering

Meyer, Charles R., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Radiology, Medical School and
Professor Emeritus of Biomedical Engineering, College of Engineering, effective January
1, 2013 to December 31, 2013

Civil and Environmental Engineering

Woods, Richard D., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Civil and Environmental Engineering,
effective September 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012

Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

Haddad, George I., Ph.D., Robert J Hiller Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science and Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science, effective January 3, 2013 to January 2, 2014

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

Sociology

Ness, Gayl D., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Sociology, College of Literature, Science,
and the Arts and Professor of Emeritus of Population Planning and International Health,
School of Public Health, effective January 1, 2013 to April 30, 2013

MEDICAL SCHOOL

Internal Medicine

Port, Friedrich K., M.D., Professor Emeritus of Internal Medicine, Medical School and
Professor Emeritus of Epidemiology, School of Public Health, effective March 1, 2013 to
August 31, 2014

Swartz, Richard D., M.D., Professor Emeritus of Internal Medicine, effective February 1,
2013 to August 31, 2014
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED EMERITUS/A FACULTY APPOINTMENTS
February, 2013

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

MEDICAL SCHOOL (continued)

Microbiology and Immunology

Friedman, David I., M.D., Professor Emeritus of Microbiology and Immunology, effective February 1, 2013 to February 28, 2014

Neurology

Greenberg, Harry S., M.D., Professor Emeritus of Neurology, effective March 1, 2013 to February 28, 2014

Ophthalmology and Visual Science

Green, Daniel G., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Physiological Optics, Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Science, Medical School, Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Professor Emeritus of Biomedical Engineering, College of Engineering and Professor Emeritus of Psychology, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013

Pathology

Annesley, Thomas M., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Pathology, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013

Ramsburgh, Stephen R., M.D., Clinical Assistant Professor Emeritus of Pathology, effective July 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012

Radiation Oncology

McShan, Daniel L., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Radiation Oncology, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013

Surgery

Burney, Richard E., M.D., Professor Emeritus of Surgery, effective December 1, 2012 to November 30, 2013

Cimmino, Vincent M., M.D., Clinical Professor Emeritus of Surgery, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED EMERITUS/A FACULTY APPOINTMENTS
February, 2013

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE

Gannett, Diana R., M.A., Professor Emerita of Music (String Bass), effective January 1, 2013 to April 30, 2013

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Barkauskas, Violet H., Ph.D., Associate Professor Emerita of Nursing, effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013

Strodtman, Linda K., Ph.D., Assistant Professor Emerita of Nursing, effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013

ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED EMERITUS/A FACULTY APPOINTMENTS
February, 2013

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – DEARBORN

COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCES AND LETTERS

Social Sciences

Anderson, Donald F., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Political Science, Department of Social Science, effective January 1, 2013 to April 30, 2013
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED EMERITUS/A FACULTY APPOINTMENTS
February, 2013

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – FLINT

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Communications and Visual Arts

Apple, Charles G., Ph.D., Associate Professor Emeritus of Communications and Visual Arts, effective January 1, 2013 to April 30, 2013

History

Robertson, Theodosia S., Ph.D., Associate Professor Emerita of History, effective January 1, 2013 to April 30, 2013
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED LEAVES OF ABSENCE  
GRANTED TO REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF  
February, 2013  

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR  

A ALFRED TAUBMAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING  

Ahlquist, Sean E., M.A., Assistant Professor of Architecture, on personal leave effective January 1, 2013 to April 30, 2013.  

PENNY W STAMPS SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN  

Chung, Young-shik D., M.F.A., Professor of Art and Design, with tenure, on scholarly activity leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to conduct a visiting professorship. Work will be done at the Harvard University, Massachusetts.  

STEPHEN M ROSS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS  

Kaul, Gautam, PH.D., John C and Sally S Morley Professor of Finance and Professor of Finance, with tenure, on scholarly activity leave effective September 1, 2013 to May 31, 2014, to write both a scholarly book and a book accessible to multiple audiences. Work will be done in San Francisco, California.  

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING  

Aerospace Engineering  

Driscoll, James F., PH.D., Professor of Aerospace Engineering, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to make plans for new air vehicle propulsion proposal. Work will be done in Livermore, California and Stuttgart, Germany.  

Industrial and Operations Engineering  

Sarter, Nadine B., PH.D., Professor of Industrial and Operations Engineering, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to develop a new research area on cognitive ergonomics in healthcare. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.  

Mechanical Engineering  

Im, Hong G., PH.D., Professor of Mechanical Engineering, with tenure, on personal leave effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013.
Chronis, Nikolaos, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, with tenure, Associate Professor of Biomedical Engineering, without tenure and Associate Professor of Macromolecular Science and Engineering, without tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2012 to May 31, 2013, to strengthen my collaboration with Dr. Tavernarakis and his group and to initiate new projects and enhance a research portfolio in the area of aging. Work will be done in Greece.

Violi, Angela, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, with tenure, Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering, without tenure, Associate Professor of Biomedical Engineering, without tenure and Associate Professor of Macromolecular Science and Engineering, without tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2012 to May 31, 2013, to continue research on particle trafficking through human cells to develop biomolecular vectors with specific properties. Work will be done in Napoli, Italy.

LAW SCHOOL

Primus, Eve B., J.D., Professor of Law, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to work on an article discussing the Supreme Court’s recent dismantling of confession law and an article analyzing the problem of prosecutorial failure to disclose exculpatory material to the defense in violation of the due process disclosure requirements set forth in Brady vs. Maryland. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

American Culture Program

Witgen, Michael, Ph.D., Associate Professor of American Culture Program, with tenure and Associate Professor of History, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to begin work on a second book project. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
American Culture Program (continued)

Gunckel, Colin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of American Culture Program and Assistant Professor of Screen Arts and Cultures, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to complete a manuscript. Work will be done in Los Angeles, California.

Anthropology

Irvine, Judith T., Ph.D., Edward Sapir Collegiate Professor of Linguistic Anthropology and Professor of Anthropology, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to complete an existing writing project on language ideology; make progress on another project on early Africanist linguistics; and begin something new. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Wolpoff, Milford H., Ph.D., Professor of Anthropology, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to continue research on the Neanderthal remains from Krapina. Work will be done in Zagreb, Croatia.

McGovern, Michael, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Anthropology, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013, to conduct field work and research. Work will be done in Guinea, Tanzania, Laos,

Meek, Barbara A., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Anthropology, with tenure and Associate Professor of Linguistics, without tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to continue documenting, analyzing, and writing up research on the Kaska language, and more specifically, to produce a grammar of the language for publication. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan and Yukon.

Asian Languages and Cultures

Zwicker, Jonathan E., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Asian Languages and Cultures, with tenure, on scholarly activity leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to complete a second book and submit manuscript for publication. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Hartmann, Lee W., Ph.D., Leo Goldberg Collegiate Professor of Astronomy and Professor of Astronomy, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to learn more about using the new facilities in radio astronomy which will dominate the landscape in star and planet formation over the next decade. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan; Charlottesville, North Carolina; New Mexico and London, England.

Chemistry

Banaszak Holl, Mark M., Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, Professor of Macromolecular Science and Engineering, without tenure and Professor of Biomedical Engineering, without tenure, College of Engineering, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to develop collaborations and learn important biology and biochemistry related to collagen structure and in the area of drug and gene delivery. Work will be done at the Manchester University, United Kingdom.

Kubarych, Kevin J., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to develop new capabilities in experimental methods, including neutron scattering and time resolved x-ray scattering, as well as acquiring the expertise to express hydrogenase enzymes and synthesize photo and electro catalysts capable of carbon dioxide reduction and water splitting. Work will be done in France.

Communication Studies

Huesmann, L Rowell, Ph.D., Amos N Tversky Collegiate Professor of Communication Studies and Psychology, Professor of Communication Studies, with tenure and Professor of Psychology, without tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to develop aggressive behavior and on the effects of media violence on the development of aggression. Work will be done in Paris, France and the United Kingdom.

Neuman, W Russell, PH.D., John Derby Evans Professor of Media Technology and Professor of Communication Studies, with tenure, on personal leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013.
Valentino, Nicholas A., Ph.D., Professor of Communication Studies, without tenure and Professor of Political Science, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to complete a book project on race and partisan realignment. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Vaillant, Derek W., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Communication Studies, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to complete research and writing of a book on the history of U.S.-France transatlantic broadcasting. Work will be done in Paris, France.

Earth and Environmental Sciences

van der Pluijm, Bernardus, Ph.D., Bruce R Clark Collegiate Professor of Geology, Professor of Earth and Environmental Sciences, with tenure and Professor of the Environment, Program in the Environment, without tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to develop new projects and collaborations, as well as turning to the delayed Global Change textbook project. Work will be done in Barcelona, Spain and Melbourne.

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Berry, Paul E., Ph.D., Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to conduct research and writing. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Myers, Philip, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, with tenure, on retirement furlough effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013.

O’Connor, Barry M., Ph.D., Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to study a “living fossil” mite. Work will be done in New Zealand and Ann Arbor, Michigan.
ADMISTRATIVELY APPROVED LEAVES OF ABSENCE
GRANTED TO REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
February, 2013

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS (continued)

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology (continued)

Werner, Earl E., Ph.D., Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, with tenure, on
duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to work on long term
data on amphibians. Work will be done in New Haven, Connecticut.

Wittkopp, Patricia J., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology,
with tenure and Associate Professor of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology,
without tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to
gain hands-on experience working with yeast to determine how mutational spectra vary from
gene to gene. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Economics

Fan, Ying, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics, on duty off campus leave effective
January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to conduct research on 3 different projects. Work will
be done at Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

English Language and Literature

Delbanco, Nicholas R., Ph.D., Robert Frost Distinguished University Professor of
English Language and Literature and Professor of English Language and Literature, with
tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to complete a
second and revised edition of a textbook entitled “Literature: Craft & Voice”. Work will
be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Norich, Anita, Ph.D., Professor of English Language and Literature, with tenure and
Professor of Judaic Studies, with tenure, on extended sick leave effective September 1,

Pollack, Eileen K., M.F.A., Professor of English Language and Literature, with tenure, on
sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to complete for publication a
book entitled “Approaching Infinity”; also do some public speaking on the topics raised
in the book. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Prins, Johanna, Ph.D., Professor of English Language and Literature, with tenure and Professor of Comparative Literature, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to conduct research on a book project entitled “Voice Inverse: Meter and Music in Victorian Poetry”. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Rabkin, Eric S., Ph.D., Arthur F Thurnau Professor, Professor of English Language and Literature, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts and Professor of Art and Design, without tenure, Penny W Stamps School of Art and Design, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to complete writing a book entitled “Visual Rhetoric”. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Yaeger, Patricia S., Ph.D., Professor of English Language and Literature, with tenure and Professor of Women’s Studies, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to work on 2 edited books, one entitled “American Dirt” and the other on Literature and Energy. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Parrish, Susan S., Ph.D., Associate Professor of English Language and Literature, with tenure, on scholarly activity leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to complete a manuscript entitled “Noah’s Kin: Southern Floods and Forms of Modern Experience”. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

History

Hecht, Gabrielle, Ph.D., Professor of History, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to work on an exchange program. Work will be done Paris, France.

Scott, Rebecca J., Ph.D., Arthur F Thurnau Professor, Charles Gibson Distinguished University Professor of History, Professor of History, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts and Professor of Law, with tenure, Law School, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to conduct research for a project in legal history. Work will be done in New Haven, Connecticut.
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED LEAVES OF ABSENCE
GRANTED TO REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
February, 2013

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS (continued)

History (continued)
Porter-Szucs, Brian A., Ph.D., Arthur F Thurnau Professor and Professor of History, with tenure, on scholarly activity leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to complete a book project. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Mathematics
Jackson, Trachette L., Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to develop a comprehensive, multiscale model of angiogenesis integrating the subcellular, cellular and tissue levels, to provide a predictive tool for addressing questions of how ECs function and interact with each other and their microenvironment and how EC subversion by the tumor modulated microenvironment can be manipulated for therapeutic gain. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Meggginson, Robert E., Ph.D., Arthur F Thurnau Professor and Professor of Mathematics, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to research the mathematics of climate change and its impacts on underserved populations. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan and Berkeley, California.

Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology
Cadigan, Kenneth M., Ph.D., Professor of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to gain first-hand experience using genome-wide approaches to study gene regulation via the lent/B-catenin signaling pathway. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Raymond, Pamela A., PH.D., Stephen S Easter Collegiate Professor of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology and Professor of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to prepare a paper for publication entitled “Progress in Retinal Research”. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
ADMINISTRATIVELY APPROVED LEAVES OF ABSENCE
GRANTED TO REGULAR INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
February, 2013

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS (continued)

Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology (continued)

Wang, Yanzhuang, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts and Associate Professor of Neurology, without tenure, Medical School, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to learn medical relevance of membrane trafficking in particular Golgi function in one or more labs. Work will be done in Tianjin China and Vienna, Austria.

Shafer, Orie, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, for nurturance. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Near Eastern Studies

Rammuny, Raji M., M.A., Professor of Arabic, Department of Near Eastern Studies, with tenure, on retirement furlough effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2014.

Hagen, Gottfried J., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Turkish Studies, Department of Near Eastern Studies, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to finish a large translation project of Katib Chelebi’s Cihannuva, and to make decisive progress on a book project entitled “The Myth of Muhammad and Ottoman Religiosity”. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Schmidt, Brian B., D.Phil., Associate Professor of Hebrew Bible, Department of Near Eastern Studies, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to complete a monographic length, comprehensive analysis of the ancient Canaanite and Israelite worlds of magic prefaced by a cogent theoretical orientation. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Philosophy

Loeb, Louis E., Ph.D., Arthur F Thurnau Professor and Professor of Philosophy, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, for administrative services. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS (continued)

Philosophy (continued)

Railton, Peter A., PH.D., Arthur F Thurnau Professor, John Stephenson Perrin Professor and Professor of Philosophy, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, per retention letter. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Physics

Chupp, Timothy E., PH.D., Professor of Physics, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts and Professor of Biomedical Engineering, without tenure, College of Engineering, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to conduct research. Work will be done in Munich, Germany.

Gerdes, David W., Ph.D., Arthur F Thurnau Professor and Professor of Physics, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to commission the camera and analysis of data for the Dark Energy Survey. Work will be done in La Serena, Chile and Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Sander, Leonard M., PH.D., Professor of Physics, with tenure and Professor of Complex Systems, without tenure, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to continue research on Cancer Modeling. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Elvang, Henriette, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics, with tenure, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to work on various aspects of quantum field theory. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Pierce, Aaron T., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to analyze the theoretical implications of both data arriving from the Large Hadron Collider as well as data from Dark Matter experiments. Work will be done in Cambridge, Massachusetts and Berkeley, California.

McMahon, Jeffrey J., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to work on delivering a detector array for the ACTPOI camera. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Mickey, Robert W., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Political Science, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to complete a manuscript on the political development of the health safety net. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

von Stein, Jana K., M.A., Assistant Professor of Political Science, on extended sick leave effective February 15, 2012 to May 31, 2012.

Morrison, Frederick J., PH.D., Professor of Psychology, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts and Professor of Education, without tenure, School of Education, on research leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to conduct research. Work will be done at the Einstein College of Medicine, New York, New York.

Cortina, Kai S., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to write-up findings from the grant on teacher mobile eye tracking. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Cortina, Lilia M., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology, with tenure and Associate Professor of Women’s Studies, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to obtain new training and expand work into neuroendocrinology. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Monk, Christopher S., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts and Associate Professor of Psychiatry, without tenure, Medical School, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to link neurotoxin exposure during development to brain function using fMRI; and bring together sophisticated sampling methods and existing longitudinal projects. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS (continued)

Screen Arts and Cultures

Murphy, Sheila C., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Screen Arts and Cultures, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to continue research and writing on a book manuscript entitled “All the World’s a Screen: The Emergence of Internet Visuality”. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Rivero, Yeidy M., Ph.D., Associate Professor of American Culture Program, with tenure and Associate Professor of Screen Arts and Cultures, with tenure, on scholarly activity leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to complete a book manuscript entitled “Broadcasting Modernities: Cuban Commercial TV, 1950 – 1960”. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Moore, Candace I., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Screen Arts and Cultures and Assistant Professor of Women's Studies, on duty off campus leave effective September 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012, to develop new chapter and revise current chapters of a manuscript. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Sociology

Xie, Yu, Ph.D., Otis Dudley Duncan Distinguished University Professor of Sociology, Professor of Sociology, with tenure, Professor of Statistics, without tenure, College of Literature, Science and the Arts and Professor of Public Policy, without tenure, Gerald R Ford School of Public Policy, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to continue research on family panel studies in China. Work will be done in various Universities in China.

Burgard, Sarah A., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Sociology, with tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts and Associate Professor of Epidemiology, without tenure, School of Public Health, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to write up the results from a two year major data collection-a national survey of health and aging and a regional survey of the consequences of the Great Recession for health. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Rothman, Edward D., Ph.D., Professor of Statistics, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to complete two books and continue research on applications of functional regression. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Atchade, Yves A., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Statistics, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013, to develop a research program that focuses on statistical and computational methodologies to address issues in Soil Science. Work will be done at the Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.

Mendoza, Victor R., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Women's Studies and Assistant Professor of English Language and Literature, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to work on a book. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Levy, Loren, M.D., Clinical Associate Professor of Anesthesiology, on personal leave effective December 4, 2012 to December 16, 2012.

Bettcher, Catherine M., M.D., Clinical Assistant Professor of Family Medicine, on family medical leave effective November 30, 2012 to December 5, 2012.

Dobson, Margaret L., M.D., Clinical Lecturer in Family Medicine, on family medical leave effective September 5, 2012 to November 25, 2012.
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Medical School (continued)

Internal Medicine

Kerr, Eve A., M.D., Professor of Internal Medicine, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to June 30, 2013, to conduct research around developing and testing the next generation of performance measures. Work will be done in the United Kingdom.

Lawrence, Daniel A., Ph.D., Frederick G L Huetwell Professor of Basic Research in Cardiovascular Medicine and Professor of Cardiovascular Medicine, Department of Internal Medicine, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2012 to May 31, 2013, to develop expertise in the areas of Bioinformatics, Proteomics analysis, and Biological Imaging. Work will be done in Stockholm, Sweden.

Skalski, Mark J., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, on retirement furlough effective January 1, 2013 to June 30, 2018. Phased

Ophthalmology and Visual Science

Wong, Kwoon Y., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, Medical School and Assistant Professor of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to complete experiments and manuscripts published. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery

Wolf, Gregory T., M.D., Professor of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, on retirement furlough effective July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2014.

Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases

Lee, Joyce M., M.D., Associate Professor of Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases, with tenure, Medical School and Associate Professor of Environmental Health Sciences, without tenure, School of Public Health, on sabbatical leave effective September 2, 2012 to September 3, 2013, to pursue studies of child health policy and gain experience with internet-based and mobile-based interventions based on encouraging healthy behaviors for obesity and chronic disease management. Work will be done at Stanford University, Stanford, California.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

MEDICAL SCHOOL (continued)

Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases (continued)

Walkovich, Kelly J., M.D., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases, on duty off campus leave effective January 1, 2013 to June 30, 2013, to provide service in a clinical capacity administering direct patient care. Work will be done at the National Institute of Health, Maryland.

Chiu, Karen, M.D., Clinical Lecturer in Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases, on childcare leave effective January 10, 2013 to March 16, 2013.

Radiology

Ellis, James H., M.D., Professor of Radiology, with tenure and Professor of Urology, without tenure, on sabbatical leave effective October 17, 2012 to January 17, 2013, to create more realistic scenarios of patients experiencing adverse contrast-media-related events for use in the Radiology Department’s annual “contrast reaction course” for trainees. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Quint, Leslie E., M.D., Professor of Radiology, with tenure and Professor of Surgery, without tenure, on duty off campus leave effective July 15, 2013 to June 30, 2014, to complete a Medical Education Scholars Program. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN – ANN ARBOR

SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE (continued)

Gould, Michael, M.M., Associate Professor of Music (Percussion), with tenure, School of Music, Theatre & Dance and Associate Professor of Music, Residential College, without tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, on extended sick leave effective December 10, 2012 to December 31, 2012.

Lucas, Ashley E., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Theatre and Drama, with tenure, School of Music, Theatre & Dance and Associate Professor of Residential College, without tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to complete a set of revisions on a book entitled “We All Looking at Walls: Ethnographic Theatre in Prison Contexts”. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Schwiebert, Jerald C., M.F.A., Clinical Assistant Professor of Performing Arts (Theatre and Drama), on extended sick leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013.

SCHOOL OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

Scavia, Donald, Ph.D., Graham Family Professor, Professor of Natural Resources and Environment, with tenure, School of Natural Resources and Environment and Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering, without tenure, College of Engineering, on sabbatical leave effective November 1, 2012 to April 30, 2013, to explore the causes and consequences of hypoxia in Lake Erie through development of a series of watershed, lake, and fishery models. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

Woodard, Ronald W., PH.D., F F Blicke Collegiate Professor of Pharmacy, Professor of Medicinal Chemistry, with tenure, College of Pharmacy and Professor of Chemistry, without tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, on duty off campus leave effective March 1, 2013 to April 30, 2013, to work on “Project 211”. Work will be done in Wuxi, Jiangsu, China.
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SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Biostatistics

Tsodikov, Alexander, PH.D., Professor of Biostatistics, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to work on a methodological grant application devoted to modeling and statistical analysis of chronic diseases. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Health Behavior and Health Education

Roberts, Jeffrey S., PH.D., Associate Professor of Health Behavior and Health Education, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to develop collaborations with colleagues with mutual interests in ethical and social issues raised by the expansion of genomic research and testing. Work will be done in San Francisco, California.

GERALD R FORD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY

Jacob, Brian A., PH.D., Walter H Annenberg Professor of Education Policy, Professor of Public Policy, with tenure, Gerald R Ford School of Public Policy, Professor of Economics, without tenure, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts and Professor of Education, without tenure, School of Education, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2012 to May 31, 2013, to work on a number of different research projects. Work will be done at the Stanford University, Stanford, California.
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COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCES AND LETTERS

Behavioral Sciences

Bjorn, Lars, PH.D., Professor of Sociology, Department of Behavioral Sciences, with tenure, on retirement furlough effective September 1, 2013 to April 30, 2014.

Mathematics and Statistics

Rathouz, Margaret M., PH.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics Education, Department of Mathematics and Statistics, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to April 30, 2013, to design a new course on Inquiry in Science and Mathematics for future early childhood educators. Work will be done in Dearborn, Michigan.

Physical Sciences

DeCamp, Mark R., PH.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry, Department of Physical Sciences, with tenure, on retirement furlough effective September 1, 2013 to April 30, 2014.

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Accounting and Finance

Green, Brian P., PH.D., Richard E Czarnecki Collegiate Professor and Professor of Accounting, Department of Accounting and Finance, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to April 30, 2013, to build a comprehensive database to examine methods and content used to assess effective teaching in U.S. business programs. Work will be done in Dearborn, Michigan.

Valero, Magali N., PH.D., Associate Professor of Accounting and Finance, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012, to work on further developing international cross-listings research stream. Work will be done in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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SCHOOL OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS AND STUDIES

Wehbe-Alamah, Hiba B., PH.D., Associate Professor of Nursing, School of Health Professions and Studies, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, to co-write a second author and updated third edition of a transcultural theory book entitled “Culture Care Diversity and Universality: A Worldwide Nursing Theory”. Work will be done at the Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton.
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

Winful, Herbert G., PH.D., Arthur F Thurnau Professor and Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013. Previously reported as sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012.

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

Germanic Languages and Literatures

Agnew, Vanessa H., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Germanic Languages and Literatures, with tenure, on scholarly activity leave effective September 1, 2012 to May 31, 2013. Previously reported as scholarly activity leave effective September 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012.

Konuk, Kader, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Germanic Languages and Literatures, with tenure and Associate Professor of Comparative Literature, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2012 to May 31, 2013. Previously reported as sabbatical leave effective September 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012.
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COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

American Culture Program

Alsultany, Evelyn A., Ph.D., Associate Professor of American Culture, with tenure, on sabbatical leave effective January 1, 2013 to May 31, 2013, cancelled.
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PENNY W STAMPS SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN

Jackson, William S., B.S., Professor of Art and Design, Penny W Stamps School of Art and Design, with tenure, Professor of Architecture, A Alfred Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning, without tenure and Professor of Operations and Management Science, without tenure, Stephen M Ross School of Business, deceased after 19 years of service, effective January 15, 2013

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Aerospace Engineering

Ihme, Werner M., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Aerospace Engineering, resigned after 5 years of service, effective January 31, 2013, to accept a position at the Stanford University, Stanford, California

Macromolecular Science and Engineering

Zand, Robert, PH.D., Professor of Biological Chemistry, with tenure, Medical School and Professor of Macromolecular Science and Engineering, without tenure, College of Engineering, retired after 49 years of service, effective December 31, 2012

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

Mathematics

Lyons, Christopher M., PH.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics, resigned after 2 years of service, effective December 31, 2012, to accept a position at the California State University, Fullerton, California

Political Science

Walton Jr, Hanes, PH.D., Professor of Political Science, with tenure, deceased after 21 years of service, effective January 7, 2013

Salmond, Robert C., M.A., Assistant Professor of Political Science, resigned after 7 years of service, effective December 31, 2012, for personal reasons
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MEDICAL SCHOOL

Anesthesiology

Lau, Wei C., M.D., Clinical Associate Professor of Anesthesiology, retired after 19 years of service, effective December 31, 2012

Guglani, Pankaj, M.D., Clinical Lecturer in Anesthesiology, resigned after 8 years of service, effective January 6, 2013, to accept a position at the Prizm Pain Center, Canton, Michigan

Kriss, Robert S., D.O., Clinical Lecturer in Anesthesiology, resigned after 2 years of service, effective October 31, 2012, to accept a position at the University of California, Davis, California

Internal Medicine

Pienta, Kenneth J., M.D., Professor of Internal Medicine, with tenure and Professor of Urology, without tenure, resigned after 19 years of service, effective February 28, 2013, to accept a position at the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland

Weder, Alan B., M.D., Professor of Internal Medicine, with tenure, retired after 30 years of service, effective December 31, 2012

Rosenblatt, Dorrie E., PH.D., Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, retired after 25 years of service, effective February 28, 2013

Slomka, Juliette, M.D., Clinical Instructor in Internal Medicine, resigned after 5 years of service, effective March 28, 2013, to accept a position at the VAMC, Saginaw, Michigan

Medical Education

Raoof, Ameed, PH.D., Assistant Professor of Medical Education, Office of Educational Resources and Research, retired after 14 years of service, effective December 31, 2012
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MEDICAL SCHOOL (continued)

Neurology

Gilman, Sid, M.D., William J Herdman Distinguished University Professor of Neurology, William J Herdman Professor of Neurology and Professor of Neurology, with tenure, retired after 35 years of service, effective November 28, 2012

Hulsing, Kerry L., M.D., Clinical Assistant Professor of Neurology, resigned after 11 years of service, effective June 20, 2013, for personal reasons

Orthopaedic Surgery

Vanderhave, Kelly L., M.D., Clinical Associate Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery, resigned after 6 years of service, effective December 31, 2012, to accept a position at the Carolinas Medical Center, Charlotte, North Carolina

Pathology

Lucas, Peter C., PH.D., Associate Professor of Pathology, with tenure, resigned after 15 years of service, to accept a position at the University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Annesley, Thomas M., PH.D., Professor of Pathology, without tenure, retired after 31 years of service, effective December 31, 2012

Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases

McAllister-Lucas, Linda M., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases, with tenure, resigned after 16 years of service, effective November 30, 2012, to accept a position at the University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

Morton, Christina M., M.D., Clinical Lecturer in Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation and Clinical Lecturer in Obstetrics and Gynecology, resigned after 4 years of service, effective November 1, 2012, to accept a different position at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
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MEDICAL SCHOOL (continued)

Psychiatry

Weisenbach, Sara L., PH.D., Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, resigned after 7 years of service, effective December 31, 2012, to accept a position elsewhere

Radiology

Jiang, John Y., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Radiology, without tenure, resigned after 6 years of service, effective December 31, 2012, to accept a position elsewhere

Surgery

Breslin, Tara M., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery, resigned after 5 years of service, effective January 31, 2013, to accept a position at the Northwestern University, Lake Forest, Illinois

Polley, Theodore Z., M.D., Clinical Associate Professor of Surgery, retired after 30 years of service, effective December 31, 2012

Urology

Jackson, Robert, M.D., Clinical Lecturer in Urology, resigned after 6 years of service, effective January 1, 2013, to accept a different position at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE

Boerma, Scott, M.Mus., Donald R Shepherd Chair in Conducting and Clinical Associate Professor of Music, resigned after 6 years of service, effective May 31, 2013, to accept a position at the Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan

SCHOOL OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

Bryant Jr, Bunyan I., PH.D., Professor of Natural Resources, with tenure, retired after 33 years of service, effective December 31, 2012
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NAVY OFFICER EDUCATION PROGRAM

Doman, Joseph W., B.S., Instructor in Navy Officer Education Program, resigned after 3 years of service, effective November 30, 2012, to accept a position elsewhere.

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Pierce, Penny F., PH.D., Associate Professor of Nursing, with tenure, retired after 29 years of service, effective December 31, 2012

Hartman, Laurie S., M.S.N., Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, resigned after 12 years of service, effective April 30, 2013, for personal reasons

Sullivan, Barbara-Jean, PH.D., Clinical Instructor in Nursing, retired after 10 years of service, effective December 31, 2012

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Health Behavior and Health Education

De Vogli, Roberto, PH.D., Associate Professor of Health Behavior and Health Education, without tenure, resigned after 2 years of service, effective December 31, 2012, to accept a position elsewhere

Health Management and Policy

McLaughlin, Catherine G., Ph.D., Professor of Health Management and Policy, with tenure, retired after 29 years of service, effective December 31, 2012

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Burgio, Louis, Ph.D., Harold R Johnson Professor of Social Work, Professor of Social Work, with tenure, resigned after 4 years of service, effective December 31, 2012, to accept a position elsewhere
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SCHOOL OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS AND STUDIES

Physical Therapy

Smith, Leslie, M.PT., Instructor in Physical Therapy, resigned after 4 years of service, effective December 31, 2012, for personal reasons
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MEDICAL SCHOOL

Ophthalmology and Visual Science

Saxe, Stephen J., M.D., Clinical Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology and Visual Science, resigned after 12 years of service effective June 30, 2012. Previously reported as terminated effective June 21, 2012